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Malheur County sees significant drop in test positivity; no change to risk level status

The weekly Risk Level Metrics: Schools and Counties report released today by the Oregon Health
Authority shows a significant drop in the COVID-19 test positivity rate for Malheur County, one of
two indicators used in determining which of the four risk levels the county is in.
Part of the drop in test positivity rate is likely attributable to a change in the way the state measures
data. Previously, only electronic lab reports, or ELRs, were being measured, meaning tests results
that were not submitted from a lab were not counted in the test totals. It appears that Malheur County’s
electronic case reports, or ECRs, that come from rapid tests such as the BinaxNOW tests used by
MCHD, have been added to the overall totals, beginning with the week of Jan. 10.
While the drop in positivity rates is a step closer to moving Malheur County out of the Extreme Risk
level, the rate of COVID-19 cases per 100,000 over 14 days remains high, at 306. That number would
have to be less than 200 for movement to occur.
“We’re not there yet but we’re getting closer, and these numbers are worth celebrating. The case
count is coming down as well, and that’s a direct result of the people of Malheur County following
safety guidelines. Let’s keep doing what we’re doing so we can get the county back open for
everyone,” MCHD Sarah Poe said.
Weekly reports are posted on the MCHD website as they become available. Visit our COVID-19
CASES page regularly to follow Malheur County’s status.
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